ABSTRACT

A Man of Secrets

Lack of communication and untrustworthiness will make human beings fall into a deep misery. In *A Man Of Secrets*, miscommunication between two lovers makes them suffer for a great and continues misery in a very long time. Untrustworthiness changes their life into the skeptic life. A deep and never ending sorrow also affects to all people who live around them. This story will give us another view of life and make us be aware on how “important the communication and trustworthiness” are.

Rich Dad, Poor Dad

Financial education is needed for all of us these days. Finance is a common problem faced by human being. From the beginning of early ages, each of human beings has to master finance. She /He has to know the advantages or disadvantages of finance in her /his life. As an adult, of course we have to know what finance is and what its related matter are. If we do not know yet, it is our duty now to learn and master it. Later on, we have children, we ought to teach them on how to master finance. If we do not want, it means we want to be poor.
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